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VIRTUAL SCIENCE LESSONS

Calendar Dates - Term 2

This term students in both classes have been able to enjoy
science virtually through the Discovery Science and Technology Centre programs for school. Students have enjoyed
learning different elements of science through these lessons
and recently it has been about Earth and Space sciences
which has tied in nicely to our current unit focus at BPS.

16th

Here the students are experimenting with chemical reactions. Children used bicarbonate soda, vinegar and a balloon.
They loved watching it expand.

22nd

Charlie added a tablet to vinegar in a small container. Then
he shook it and the juniors were amazed by the BANG and
reaction it made.

JUNE
MARC Van

17th
AIP Mid Cycle Review in Rupanyup—Nathan attending.
School Council @ 4.30pm

24th
Last day of Term 2. Early finish at
dentist time (2.30pm).
NO SHOWCASE
JULY
11th

School returns for term 3.

JUNE
16th Olivia
21st Mac

Principal Report
One week to go! There seems to be a lot of sickness
around at the moment. As we have seemed to navigate
our way through a recent Covid-19 outbreak students
are attending school with cold and flu symptoms. Please
monitor your child or if they are showing signs or symptoms you will receive a call to come and collect your
child from school.
Building works continue to make progress with builders
from both projects were on site today. This is very exciting to see it getting close to the end and the administration building should be completed by the end of the
term and the Art and Library building should be hopefully be completed by the start of term 3. I’m looking forward to being able to share with you all the finished
product.
Bandwidth Upgrade
I am happy to pass on news that the Department of Education has assisted the school in increasing our bandwidth from 20 mbps to 50 mbps (mega bits per second).
This is a significant increase designed to support teaching and learning in the digital classroom.
Last Day
On the last day of term students will get their lunch provided. This term the students will enjoy some delicious
nachos and a juice box. If your child doesn’t like this they
will need to bring their own packed lunch.

CSEF
It is important that families who have a health care card
fill in the form that was attached to a previous newsletter as it will aide you in acquiring financial support for
camps and excursions.
Forms
You should have received a pack of forms with a previous newsletter. Please fill them in as accurately as you
can and return them as soon as you can. Preferable before the end of this term. Thank you for your assistance
in this.
Showcase
There will be no showcase this semester. Stay tuned
next term for some major announcements.

SRC
(Student Representative Council)
The SRC have been productive and continuing drinks on
Monday and warm lunches (toasties) on Wednesday’s. If
you want a drink on Monday remember to bring your
money and if you want your sandwich toasted it must
come wrapped in baking paper.

P—2

3-6

The junior class started practising a new whole-group
focus...PREDICTING! They have used pictures, word
clues and what they already know to guess what will
happen. This shows that the children are actively thinking about what they read.

This week the older students have been finishing off
units of work and completing assessments. Students
have been learning about the surface features and atmospheric conditions on different planets and classifying them as terrestrial or rocky planet and Jovian planets as gas or ice giants. They learnt about probes and
In writing, we have focused on getting our Sounds Write that scientists use them to learn about planets. They
session in each morning. One group continued spelling have chosen a particular planet to research and then will
words with j, w, r and the other group have started 'ng' create a model of that planet to create our own solar
words. Once they have had multiple exposures to the
system. Next week they will complete their assessment
words, each student will write a dictation which includes on their unit of work.
sounds they have practised. This demonstrates whether
they can apply the taught spelling rules on their own or This week students will learn which explorer they will
not.
research and find information about their voyage or
journey they took into the unknown. The will complete
The students have been wonderful mathematicians by a presentation on this next week and present this at our
representing numbers in various ways, showing equal
showcase at the end of term 3.
groups of objects (multiplication) and how to share
equally between groups (division). This was a challeng- Here are the students thought of the virtual science lesing task to take on for some, but they approached it
sons that they have participated in throughout the
with a positive attitude.
term:
Well done! One week left!

Leah: I have enjoyed doing science and my favourite
experiment was trying to balance the coke can on a tilt,
after a while we got it to balance.

Charlie: I have enjoyed the science class with the discovery centre when we made the popsicle sticks and the
wooden fork.

Olivia: I have liked the start of the science lessons but
then in got a bit boring, but I have had a lot of fun doing
it.

Bianca: I have enjoined doing science. My favourite
lesson was doing the exploding. It was amazing. I didn’t
like doing it on the computer.

Layla: I enjoyed when we exploded stuff.

